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About This Game

Here is a platformer in which you will find more and puzzle elements. You yourself will need to decide how to pass a particular
level. Jump, press the buttons, open the barriers and just enjoy the game, moving from room to room! On the way you will meet
different obstacles that will have to be overcome if you want to move on. Some of them will require you to make non-standard

decisions.

Features:

Simple controls

Great performance

A lot of levels

Cute design

Embark on an adventure with a strange little cube, which suddenly felt the ability to move independently and come to life on
your screen! Come with him puzzles and jump over the gap, climb the pixel mountains and open the door! The game is great for
both children and adults. Perhaps some of you will feel nostalgic for the good old days, when the graphics were very simple and
consisted of individual large pixels. So if you want to get a lot of pleasant experiences - be sure to play! You will not regret the

time spent!
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Title: Cold Blooded Cube
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Online Vision, Danikala, Divertic
Publisher:
Garage Games
Release Date: 15 Oct, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo E4300

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: Intel Family Chipset / ATI Radeon HD 4200

Storage: 10 MB available space

English
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cold blooded cube steam

It is very hard to write a serious review for Cold Blooded Cube. This game is a joke.
Maybe it's better not to call this a game, this looks more like a tutorial level for some game development program. (and the
tutorial clearly did not end well)

It is a platform game where you walk with a little black cube, you do some walking you do some jumping and maybe fire a few
bullets and thats it, this game will take about 5 minutes of your time to complete.

Did I mention it is riddled with bugs, collider bugs, hitbox bugs, jump bugs, they actually have an achievement where you have
to exploit one of the bugs. Cold Blooded Bug would be a better name for this game.

and yes that was not a joke it actually has 4 achievements, very very simple achievements.
This game could become something but for now it's absolutly nothing.

Pros:
- Low Price
- It has some achievements

Cons:
- Alot of bugs
- Way to short
- Clumsy controls

This game is for all ages
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